The impact of a primary positron onto a surface may lead to the emission of a correlated positronelectron pair. By means of a lab-based positron beam we studied this pair emission from various surfaces. We analyzed the energy spectra in a symmetric emission geometry. We found that the available energy is shared in an unequal manner among the partners. On average the positron carries a larger fraction of the available energy. The unequal energy sharing is a consequence of positron and electron being distinguishable particles. We provide a model which explains the experimental findings. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.107601 PACS numbers: 79.60.-i, 71.20.-b A key aspect of quantum mechanics is the notion of indistinguishable particles. In the case of electrons the total electronic wave function has to be antisymmetric upon exchange (Pauli principle). This does not apply to the case of distinguishable particles, e.g., a positron and an electron which have different charges. Despite the process of annihilation, a sizeable fraction of low primary positrons hitting a surface are elastically backscattered [1] [2] [3] . This effect is termed low energy positron diffraction (LEPD) and reveals the surface structure in a similar way to low energy electron diffraction (LEED) [4, 5] . The computation of LEED spectra involves exchange effects between the primary electron and the surface electrons [4, 5] . This aspect is missing in LEPD, because the positron and electron are distinguishable.
A key aspect of quantum mechanics is the notion of indistinguishable particles. In the case of electrons the total electronic wave function has to be antisymmetric upon exchange (Pauli principle). This does not apply to the case of distinguishable particles, e.g., a positron and an electron which have different charges. Despite the process of annihilation, a sizeable fraction of low primary positrons hitting a surface are elastically backscattered [1] [2] [3] . This effect is termed low energy positron diffraction (LEPD) and reveals the surface structure in a similar way to low energy electron diffraction (LEED) [4, 5] . The computation of LEED spectra involves exchange effects between the primary electron and the surface electrons [4, 5] . This aspect is missing in LEPD, because the positron and electron are distinguishable.
If a primary positron or electron impinges onto a surface, it will interact with the surface electrons leading to an energy loss of the primary particle. The inelastically reemitted primary may be accompanied by the emission of a surface electron. The ejected positron-electron or electron-electron pair can be detected via coincidence techniques. We call this pair emission (p, ep) in the case of positron excitation, while we refer to (e, 2e) for primary electron impact. Electron pair emission is, by now, an established technique in atomic, molecular, and solid state physics [6] [7] [8] [9] . The possibility to detect the (p, ep) process from surfaces was proven recently [10] .
We have demonstrated that a key concept of solid state theory, namely the exchange-correlation hole, is accessible in angular distributions of the (e, 2e) intensity [11, 12] . A spin-resolved (e, 2e) study revealed that it is possible to effectively separate exchange from Coulomb correlation [13, 14] . A key ingredient of that work was a ferromagnetic sample. An alternative approach, which does not require ferromagnetic order, is to compare angular (p, ep) distributions from those of (e, 2e) experiments. Because of the lack of exchange in the former, it is possible to disentangle the effect of exchange from the Coulomb correlation. The prospect of this approach was discussed in theoretical (p, ep) studies for surfaces [15, 16] .
We provide the first evidence that the positron-electron pair production at surfaces leads to features which are a consequence of distinguishable collision partners. This is not a trivial point, because inelastic processes before or after the positron collision may mask the anticipated effect. Our approach is based on general symmetry arguments and their consequence for the energy distributions.
In Fig. 1 , we sketch the geometric arrangement of our coincidence experiment. The axis of the primary positron beam, the sample normal, and the lens axes of the "left" and "right" spectrometer form a symmetric arrangement. Let us suppose that an electron pair is emitted in which the electrons possess different kinetic energies E 1 and E 2 , respectively. The likelihood that the electron with energy E 1 is detected by the left spectrometer is identical to being registered by the right spectrometer, because electrons can not be distinguished. This symmetry is broken if one of the spectrometers is sensitive to positrons while the other analyzes electrons. Consequently, we have to expect that the energy distributions of positron-electron pairs display a nonsymmetric behavior. A dedicated (p, ep) calculation on a Cu(111) surface using the geometric arrangement presented in Fig. 1 verifies this statement [16] . This argument also holds for a finite angular acceptance which is AE15°in our experiment.
With a lab-based positron beam, we studied the positronpair emission from a Ag(100) surface and a variety of metal and NiO films. The experimental energy distributions clearly show the predicted unequal energy sharing. We discuss our experimental results within a simplified scattering model which qualitatively explains the observed facts.
The details of the coincidence spectrometer can be found elsewhere [10, 17, 18] . It consists of two hemispherical electron energy analyzers with transfer lenses and angular acceptance AE15°. Changing the polarity of all electronoptical components allows us to either detect electrons or positrons. We perform (p, ep) experiments with either the left or right spectrometer tuned for positron detection. Recently, we have commissioned a low energy positron source in our laboratory using a Na22 isotope with 50 mCi activity. The emitted positrons have a continuous energy spectrum up to a maximum energy of 545 keV. A positron beam with defined kinetic energy is achieved via the process of moderation [19] . We employ a folded tungsten mesh and the emitted moderated positrons are electrostatically guided into the scattering chamber. The kinetic energy of the positron beam is defined by the potential difference between moderator and sample. A channel plate detector, which can be brought into the measurement position, monitors the primary positron flux. For primary energies in the range of 30-60 eV, we find a flux of 3 × 10 4 positrons per second. This matches values reported in the literature for electrostatically guided beams.
The spectrometers were set to 300 eV pass energy which results in an energy window of 27 eV covered by each spectrometer in parallel. We use the largest entrance slits and achieve coincidence count rates of a few counts per second. The energy resolution of each spectrometer is 4 eV. The preparation of the Ag(100) surface followed standard procedures of Ar þ sputtering and annealing. Metal films were prepared by evaporation at 300 K. NiO films were grown via Ni evaporation in a 10 −6 mbar O 2 atmosphere. All experiments were performed at room temperature. For sample characterization, equipment for Auger spectroscopy and LEED was available.
We proceed by defining some important parameters. In a (p, ep) process, a primary positron with well-defined primary energy E p impinges on the surface and a positron-electron pair is emitted. The particles are labeled by a subscript and a superscript which indicates the particle detected, e.g., if we label the kinetic energies as E þ left and E − right , we perform an experiment where the left spectrometer detects positrons while the right spectrometer detects electrons. If we label the polarity of the detected particles with α and β, energy conservation for a (p, ep) experiment reads as
We remove one electron from the sample, hence, the electron work function ϕ appears. The binding energy E vb is referred to the Fermi level, while the primary energy and the energy of the emitted particles is quoted with respect to the vacuum level of the sample. The positronelectron pair has an energy sum
, and it has an upper bound given by E max sum ¼ E p − ϕ. The periodicity of the surface has consequences for the conservation of the in-plane momentum. For normal incidence it simplifies to
The valence electron momentum is given by k vb while the reciprocal lattice vector is labeled as g. For low energy excitation the reciprocal lattice vector g can be ignored. Usually, the electronic density of states is nonzero over a large part of the surface Brillouin zone. This fact makes it kinematically possible for positron and electron to possess different energies while having emission angles of AE45°, respectively. This is very different from a binary scattering of positron and electron. Clearly, the existence of the crystal momentum is important for the kinematics.
In Fig. 2 , we show two 2D-energy distributions of positron-electron pairs emitted from a Ag(100) surface excited with a 42 eV primary beam. The insets highlight the chosen polarity of the spectrometer. The x axis in both cases is the energy scale mapped by the right spectrometer, while the y axis is the energy of the particles detected with the left spectrometer.
The solid diagonal line in both plots marks the position of the maximum sum energy E max sum . Essentially no intensity is found above this line. Most of the intensity is found within a triangular shaped region near the lower left hand corner. These events stem from inelastic processes and the energy loss is sufficient to cause the emission of a second electron. Our instrument is not able to record triple coincidences, but we have detected electron pairs due to positron impact. This strongly suggests the existence of triple emission. These are not included in the theoretical description of (p, ep) and have to be excluded in the analysis if we want to invoke the symmetry of the detection geometry. Via appropriate selection of the sum energy, this can be done, and the dashed lines indicate the range considered for the computation of the energy sharing curves, see below.
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The aforementioned asymmetry in the energy distribution can be seen in Fig. 2(a) , if we focus on the region marked by the dashed lines. Within this region the intensity is higher in the upper left-hand region compared to the lower right-hand part. We changed the polarities of the spectrometers and observe, in Fig. 2(b) , that the region of higher intensity is now in the lower right-hand corner. This rules out an instrumental asymmetry and proves the existence of a genuine effect.
The dashed lines in Fig. 2 define an energy sum window of E sum ¼ 30 AE 2 eV. For events in this range, we compute the intensity as a function of the energy difference E α left − E β right . In Fig. 3 , we present the result for the (p, ep) experiments together with (e, 2e) data obtained with E p ¼ 42 eV. We clearly observe asymmetric sharing curves for the (p, ep) data, whereas the (e, 2e) spectra are essentially symmetric. This also demonstrates the level of instrumental asymmetry which can be neglected. Changing the polarity of the spectrometers moves the intensity maximum from the right to the left. In Fig. 3(a) , most of the intensity is found for positive x values. This means that, on average, the positron has a higher fraction of the available energy. The intensity maxima of the two (p, ep) sharing curves are observed if the positron has 10 eV more energy than the electron. The intensity has the lowest value if the electron has a 20 eV higher energy than the positron. The intensity ratio between these two levels is roughly ≈ 4. In order to test the generality of these observations, we also investigated single crystalline NiO, Pd, and Fe films. Additionally, we prepared polycrystalline Co, Ni, and Fe films. We have included the data of Co and NiO in Fig. 3 . For the purpose of comparison, we scaled the intensity of the Co and NiO data such that they line up for equal energy sharing with the Ag data. An effective single particle picture works well to describe the material properties of Ag. Co and NiO both display long range order, this is a manifestation of electron correlation via the exchange interaction. NiO is an insulator, a property decisively determined by the electron correlation. Despite these differences, the amount of the asymmetry in the sharing curves varies slightly between the materials. Common to these samples is that, on average, the positron carries more energy than the electron. Although the sharing curves closely resemble each other, the actual coincidence count rates differ strongly between these materials as seen in (e, 2e) experiments [20] .
Our observations were not a priori expected, because the theoretical (p, ep) studies predict that either the electron or the positron is the more energetic particle [15, 16] . Details of the valence band structure determine the outcome, but no simple argument can be put forward.
Our results can be qualitatively explained by a simplified scattering model. If we ignore the solid state environment for the moment, it reduces to a two-body problem. In the laboratory frame, the electron is initially at rest, while the primary positron approaches it with primary energy E p . Afterwards, the positron has lost part of its energy to the electron and is deflected by an angle ϑ from its original trajectory, see Fig. 4 . The electron has a momentum direction characterized by an angle φ with respect to the momentum of the primary positron. Energy and momentum conservation uniquely define the energies of the two particles and the propagation direction of the electron for a given value of ϑ. Straightforward evaluation of the energy and momentum conservation leads to terms of the kinetic energy of positron E þ ðϑÞ and electron E − ðϑÞ after the collision. This, finally, leads for the energy difference or energy sharing ΔE
The actual scattering problem is usually calculated after transformation into the center-of-mass frame, see Fig. 4 . For equal mass particles, the relation between the scattering angles in the two reference frames is given by Θ ¼ 2ϑ. This angle occurs already in the expression for ΔE, see Eq. (3). The theoretical description of the (p, ep) and (e, 2e) process at solid surfaces assumes a screened Coulomb interaction between the collision partners [16, 21, 22] . For a numerical example, we set the kinetic energy of the primary positron to 30 eV, while the screening length is 2 Å. This reflects values used in a (p, ep) calculation for a Cu(111) surface [16] . For further analysis we use the 1st Born approximation to determine the scattering amplitude fðΘÞ.
With this, we know the probability for a particular energy sharing to occur. This probability of the sharing we use for the surface scattering without relating the angles ϑ and φ to the emission angles covered by our spectrometers. This step takes into account the less stringent kinematics in the surface scattering as discussed before. In Fig. 5 , we compare the model sharing curve with the experimental result plotted in Fig. 3 . The model calculation predicts a monotonic increase of the intensity as a function of
, a rather good agreement to the experiment is given. For larger absolute energy sharing, the experimental intensity is below the model calculation. Clearly, our model can not replace a dedicated (p, ep) calculation. Nevertheless, the actual positron-electron collision will lead to the preference for the positron to have more energy than the electron.
A consequence of the binary scattering geometry of Fig. 4 is that, in the laboratory frame, both particles must have momentum components along the forward direction. FIG. 4 (color) . The collision between positron (red) and electron (blue) in the laboratory and center-of mass frame. In the laboratory frame, the electron is initially at rest. The angles ϑ and φ characterize the propagation direction after the scattering. For equal mass particles, it is known that ϑ þ φ ¼ 90°and Θ ¼ 2ϑ. FIG. 5. We present the sharing distribution E þ − E − using Eq. (3) together with the data of Ag shown in Fig. 3(a) . This is clearly different from our experimental geometry where the particles have momentum components along the backward direction. These two scenarios can be reconciled if we recall the existence of LEPD [1] [2] [3] . It is the reflected beam which acts as the primary beam for the positronelectron scattering.
The presented sharing curves focussed on an energy window bounded by the dashed diagonal lines in Fig. 2 . However, the sharing curves for other values of the sum energy also display an asymmetric shape.
In summary we performed positron-electron pair emission experiments from surfaces. For a symmetric emission geometry, we observed that the available energy is shared unequally among the partners. This is a consequence of the fact that positron and electron are distinguishable. The asymmetric sharing is rather strong and is independent of the material studied. We find that, on average, the positron carries more energy than the electron for the materials studied. We provided a simple model of the positron-electron scattering which corroborates the findings qualitatively.
